
Chapter 2

On the Big Impact of “Big Computer
Science”

Stefano Ceri

Abstract Big science is bringing unprecedented progress in many fundamental

fields, such as biology and medicine. While progress cannot be questioned, when

looking at the foundations and models of big science one wonders if such new

approach is in contrast with critical thinking and model-driven scientific methods—

which has shaped for decades higher education in science, including computer sci-

ence. In this paper, after a discussion on how big science is shaping drug discovery

and modern biology, I trace the start of this new interest on data science as outcome

of the “fourth paradigm” and I discuss how CS education is changing due to the

impact of big science, and question where/how it will be hosted within universities

and if Academia is a good fit for data scientists.

2.1 Introduction

“Big science” is a popular, perhaps abused term. It indicates not only that massive

amounts of data are nowadays available in an unprecedented way, but also that the

approach to science is shifting from being model-driven (where modeling and

abstractions are foundational and data are just supportive of given initial hypo-

theses) to data-driven (where models can be directly extracted from data). A new figure

of “data scientists” is emerging (and very much requested by the labor market),

with strong computational and statistical background, that is particularly good at

extracting domain-specific knowledge from big datasets.

The strength of a data driven approach is evident if one looks at the main players

of the Computer Science Industry, such as Google and Facebook, whose busi-

ness model relies on making profits out of data, the so-called “socially produced

content”. Google is a “data” company, as (a) its computational approach is

data driven and heavily based in statistics and math (see the original competitive

advantage upon other search companies based upon the “PageRank” algorithm,

invented by the co-founders); and (b) it owns no data itself, but it converts user data
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into information that is then provided essentially to the same users (in a sense,

Google managed to convert steel into gold, as in many legends of ancient times).

In this paper, I start with a discussion of prototypical examples of big science in

the medical and biological domains, which serves the purpose of introducing the

data-driven approach in contrast to the model-driven approach; then I trace the start

of the emphasis on “big data” to the so called “fourth paradigm” and recall some

illuminating principles by Jim Gray, who first inspired the fourth paradigm revolu-

tion. Then I turn to discussing how big science should be taught, and whether big

science experts can find a good fit in the current academic value system. I conclude

with some considerations about the general relevance of multi-disciplinary and a

problem-driven approach in computer science curricula, which go beyond the spe-

cific discussion on “big data”, although they fit well with the main theme of the paper.

2.2 Where “Big Science” Is Really Big: Pharma Industry
and Genomics

The pharmaceutical industry has been impacted from a “big data approach” since a

long time. We all remember the big discoveries in medicine in the last century due

to scientists who had enlightening intuitions, driven by their acute observations; but

now, the process of drug discovery is a highly standardized one, that has been

described, e.g., by Bayer (2015), as a fixed sequence of 10 steps. In particular, the

first two steps, called “DNA testing for target discovery” and “high-throughput

screening”, consist of discovering the proteins that might be playing a significant

role in the course of a disease, as drugs can either switch these proteins off or

enhance their function. Once a target has been successfully identified, systematic

test procedure is used to look for substances—known as lead candidates—which

could be a suitable starting point for a new active ingredient. In this step, high

throughput screening (HTS) applies an in-house compound library (currently

containing over three million chemical substances) for suitable lead candidates.

Robots fill thousands of microtiter plates on which up to 1536 tests can be

performed simultaneously (see Fig. 2.1). In essence, drug discovery is now in

most cases the outcome of massive screening, rather than being intuition-driven.

The drug discovery method described above seems to question the classic

scientific method, built around testable hypotheses, or “models”. These models,

for the most part, are systems visualized in the minds of scientists. The models are

then tested, and experiments confirm or falsify theoretical models of how the world

works. Scientists are trained to recognize that correlation is not causation, that no

conclusion should be drawn simply on the basis of correlation between X and Y

(it could just be a coincidence), that “data without a model is just noise.” However,

the brute-force approach seems to require no a-priori model, or at least requires just

a generic knowledge about the generic processes leading to the production of

proteins and the mechanisms for compound screening. Generally speaking, faced

with massive data, the classic approach to science—hypothesize, model, test—is
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becoming obsolete. Data availability in the range of petabytes allows Chris Ander-

son, editor in chief of Wired, to say that: “Correlation is enough: We can stop

looking for models. We can analyze the data without hypotheses about what it

might show. We can throw the numbers into the biggest computing clusters the

world has ever seen and let statistical algorithms find patterns where science

cannot.” In summary: is correlation without causation good enough when data

sizes are big enough? This dilemma is current among computer scientists.

Another example of “big” approach is the construction of massive repositories of

genomic data. Next Generation Sequencing is a technology for reading the DNA

which is producing huge amounts of DNA sequences—at an exponentially decreas-

ing cost and exponentially increasing processing speed, at a much faster pace than the

Moore law for processors. Several worldwide consortia have been created in order to

accumulate sequence data and make them available to the research community,

through the combined efforts of hundreds of laboratories in the world. Among

them, 1000 Genomes: Deep Catalog of Human Genetic Variation (1000 Genomes

Project Consortium et al. 2010), with the goal of finding most of the genetic variants

that have frequencies of at least 1% in the populations; the Cancer Genome Atlas
(Weinstein et al. 2013), which presents a comprehensive genomic characterization

and analysis of several cancer types; the 100,000 Genomes Project,1 a UK project

which will sequence 100,000 genomes from around 70,000 people, chosen amongst

NHS patients with a rare disease or with cancer plus their families; and ENCODE:
Encyclopedia of DNA Element (ENCODE Project Consortium 2012), with the goal to

Fig. 2.1 High-throughput screening in the search for drug candidates, from Bayer (2015)

1http://www.genomicsengland.co.uk/
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build a comprehensive parts list of functional elements in the human genome,

including elements that act at the protein and RNA levels, and regulatory elements

that control cells and circumstances in which a gene is active.

In recent years, I have become strongly interested in genomic data management.

Figure 2.2, extracted from Paradigm 4 (2015), indicates the current state of

genomic computing, where a lot of progress has been done in the so called “primary

analysis” (essentially the reading of DNA) and “secondary analysis” (essentially,

the alignment of DNA reads to a reference genome for each species, and the discov-

ery of DNA features, such as mutations and peaks of expressions); my interest is on

“tertiary analysis”, i.e. making sense of datasets resulting from multiple, hetero-

geneous experiments. With my research team, I am currently working on a genomic

data model and query language supporting querying of heterogeneous genomic

datasets on the cloud, with a tight integration between genomic data (relative to the

regions of the whole genome) and metadata (relative to the experiment preparation

and sampling, including possibly the patient phenotype). In the near future, we

expect genome sequencing to be a key to understanding many pathologies, and we

forecast bridging genomics to personalized healthcare; this could be among the

most interesting “big data” problems of mankind.

2.3 Where It All Started: “Fourth Paradigm”

The emphasis on “big data” in computer science can be traced back to the funda-

mental contribution of the “Fourth Paradigm” book (Hey et al. 2009), and to the

legacy of Jim Gray (Fig. 2.3). The book’s preface presents a historical view of

computer science as separated into four phases, the first based upon empirical

Fig. 2.2 Phases of genomic data analysis, taken from: http://blog.goldenhelix.com/grudy/a-hitch

hiker%E2%80%99s-guide-to-next-generation-sequencing-part-2/
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science and observations, the second upon theoretical science and mathematically-

driven insights, the third upon computational science and simulation-driven

insights, the fourth upon data-driven insights of modern scientific research. Accord-

ingly, we have entered the fourth phase, featuring the data-driven approach.

It is worthwhile to recall the words of Jim Gray about what makes “big data”

amenable to effective processing. He claims the importance that all data being used,

no matter how assembled, should be self-describing and should have a schema. In
this way, it is possible to properly address content within a collection of informa-

tion, e.g. by saying: “I want all the genes that have this property” or “I want all of

the stars that have this property” or “I want all of the galaxies that have this

property.” Once a schema is well-defined, data can be indexed, aggregated,

searched in parallel, and it is easier to build both ad-hoc queries and generic visual-

ization tools. If instead big data are just a “bunch of files”, it is not even possible to

see the concept of gene, or star, or galaxy; and the data scientist has to understand

the data content in each file, in a bottom-up and unstructured fashion. Essentially,

these words are calling for a layer expressing data organization which should be

separate from data content, in contrast to the current trend of just using data without

any concern upon understanding their structure and quality.

The legacy of Jim Gray is huge, in this as in many other fields. I still remember

when, about ten years ago, he was explaining to me his joint work with astronomers

while at the same time I was looking into classic computer science problems, and I

couldn’t quite understand his enthusiasm. A posteriori, I was still trapped into a disci-

plinary silo, he had already moved towards interdisciplinary data science.

Scientific research more and more dependent on the careful analysis of large data-

sets, requiring a broad skill-set: scientists must be experts not only in their own

domain, but in statistics, computing, algorithm building, and software design.

Fig. 2.3 “The fourth paradigm” book cover and an old photo of Jim and Stefano
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In order to understand the skills that we expect from a “next-generation data

scientists”, we refer to two popular diagrams, illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The first one

shows the evolution from T-shaped to Pi-shaped models of knowledge: with the

former model, a researcher had to provide both support domain specialization (on the

vertical axis) with horizontal knowledge [i.e. general and cross-disciplinary compe-

tences: how to speak in public, participate to teams and become team leader, make

decisions, approach and organize projects with appropriate methods, enhance crea-

tivity, see Banerjee and Ceri (2015)]. The new emerging model, denoted as

Pi-shaped, adds another vertical competence, relative to the mathematical, statistical,

and computational abilities which are required in order to deal with data science.

The second image of Fig. 2.4 illustrates the data science skills as currently

available on the professionals market, where a first required ability is concerned

with “hacking skills” (according to Drew Conway, “being able to manipulate text

files at the command-line, understanding vector operations, thinking algorithmi-

cally”); then, appropriate math and statistics methods are needed to extract infor-

mation from data (e.g., knowing what an ordinary least squares regression is and

how to interpret it.) Combining hacking skills to math and statistics “only gets

machine learning”, whereas a substantive expertise in the application domain is

needed as third dimension “which requires some motivating questions about the

world and hypotheses that can be brought to data and tested with statistical

methods.” Interestingly, Drew Conway denotes those with hacking skills plus sub-

stantive expertise as a danger zone, as people in this area may be perfectly capable

of extracting and structuring data, but they lack any understanding of what com-

putation means. Fortunately, “it requires near willful ignorance to acquire hacking

skills and substantive expertise without also learning some math and statistics along

the way. As such, the danger zone is sparsely populated, however, it does not take

many to produce a lot of damage.”

Fig. 2.4 Representations for data science research expertise: (a) “T” vs. “Pi-shaped” education

and (b) multidisciplinary contributions to data science (from: DrewConway.com, retrieved 25/6/

2015)
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2.4 Data Science and Academia: Issues and Opportunities

The push towards the creation of a new focus on data sciences in academic programs is

very strong. Perhaps the most radical change is occurring at Berkeley University,

where a new course Foundations of Data Science, jointly offered by the departments

of statistics and of computer science, is currently being experimented with the goal of

being offered to all the freshmen students in the near future (Data Sciences@Berkeley

2015). The course will present key elements of introductory computational and

inferential thinking in an integrated fashion, cementing conceptual understanding

through direct experience with data (see the syllabus in Fig. 2.5).

Many universities are starting 1-year, intensive program the Master’s level

programs for creating data scientists. Among them, Harvard University offers a

1-year Master of Science in Computational Science and Engineering (CSE)

(Fig. 2.6) targeted towards the construction of data scientists skills which seem to

be inspired both by T and Pi-shaped education principles, reported in Fig. 2.4; note

the emphasis on communicating across disciplines and collaborate with teams,

which are typically regarded as horizontal skills, but note as well the emphasis on

real-life problems. Other one-year master programs are spreading worldwide;

among them, in Italy, three new programs offered by Cefriel (jointly with

Politecnico di Milano), by the University of Pisa and of Bologna.

At Politecnico di Milano, we created a “Big Data” track in our regular Master

Degree, which includes suitable CS courses (such as Advanced Data Management,

Data Mining, Machine Learning), some application-oriented courses (e.g. in Com-

putational Biology) and interdisciplinary contributions from the schools of Math-

ematics (Applied Statistics) and of Management (Business Intelligence). Small

innovative experiments are ongoing, e.g. the Data-Shack program2 jointly organized

Fig. 2.5 Syllabus of the undergraduate course Foundations of Data Science, Berkeley University,

from: http://databears.berkeley.edu/content/stat-94-cs-94-foundations-data-science

2datashack.deib.polimi.it
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byHarvard’s Institute for Applied Computational Science and by ourMaster schools

of Computer Science and of Design, where students are exposed to hands-on data

science problems.

The growing interest in academic courses and programs in data science seems

not to be matched by offering of academic positions to the data science; according

to Jake Vanderplas,3 time spent developing high-quality reusable software for

solving concrete problems translates to less time writing and publishing, which

under the current system translates to little hope for academic career advancement.

In particular, it is argued that industry may be a better fit for data scientist, due to a

number of factors: salary, stability, opportunity for advancement, respect of peers,

freedom from the burden of publishing and teaching, given that also in industry

there is the opportunity to work on interesting projects and to contribute to open

source software. In his blog, Jake Vanderplas calls for an increase of the pay of

post-doctoral scientific research positions—so as to become more competitive with

industry—and for a change of the Academic value system to defend the data scien-

tists career, by pushing for a new standard for tenure-track evaluation criteria which

emphasizes the importance of producing reproducible software and rewards the

development of open, cross-disciplinary scientific software tools.

Another discussion (from 1) concerns where data science should be housed by

Academia; five solutions are considered.

1. Data science is simply a label for a new skill-set, and shouldn’t be separated
from the departments in which it is useful. Departments across the

university should simply incorporate relevant data science techniques into

their normal curriculum.

"What should a graduate of our CSE program be able to do?"

• Frame a real-world problem such that it can be addressed 

computationally

• Evaluate multiple computational approaches to a problem and 

choose the most appropriate one

• Produce a computational solution to a problem that can be 

comprehended and used by others

• Communicate across disciplines

• Collaborate within teams

• Model systems appropriately with consideration of efficiency, 

cost, and the available data

• Use computation for reproducible data analysis

• Leverage parallel and distributed computing

• Build software and computational artifacts that are robust, 

reliable, and maintainable

• Enable a breakthrough in a domain of inquiry

Fig. 2.6 Skills which are targeted by the Harvard: Master of Science in Computational Science

and Engineering (CSE), retrieved from the program’s Web pages

3https://jakevdp.github.io/blog/2014/08/22/hacking-academia/
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2. Data science might be organized as a consulting service, in a similar way to the

IT infrastructures. We can’t expect every scientist to be fluent in the statistical

and computational methods required to work with large datasets, so these tasks

would be outsourced to data science experts.

3. Data science could be seen as applied branch of computer science or of
statistics which should give rise to a separate department, similarly to existing

departments of “applied math” and “applied physics”, which distinguish them-

selves from the non-applied version by employing the techniques of the field

within practical rather than theoretical contexts.

4. Data science could be similar to an evolution of library science: as digitization
is changing the role of libraries on university campuses, focus of a modern

Library and Information Science departments could be moved from hosting

printed books to data curation.
5. A middle ground to the above approaches may be to organize data science

within an interdisciplinary institute, along a cross-departmental organization

which is becoming common in Academia.

2.5 Assessment and Conclusions

Computer science is still a growing discipline, that has successfully overcome a

decline (e.g. in enrollment) observed about 10 years ago. In these days, most of

computer science schools around the words have lots of undergraduate and graduate

applicants, typically of very high quality, and the job market offers good jobs to a

potentially large mass of students exiting from our education systems, both at

undergraduate and undergraduate level. Computer science schools as they stand

could be self-referential, and stand on their models, methods and technologies; but

computer science could be even more successful by opening to other fields. The

creation of data science curricula within computer science is not only timely

(it captures the “taste of time”) but also strategic, as a means for outreaching to

other scientific communities, given that data science is intrinsically interdisciplinary.

Compared with other foundational disciplines, such as mathematics, biology,

physics and chemistry, computer science has a clear advantage in being immedi-

ately applicable to solve concrete problems. Therefore, computer science can be

very much problem-driven, both in the case of a broad offer to undergraduate

students and in the development of graduate curricula; the push towards data

science is making this aspect even more evident. In the past, many openings of

computer science to the multidisciplinary dimension from inside computer science

have been quite difficult: such disciplines were considering computer scientists not

much as “peer scientists”, but rather as “service providers” who could offer their

skills in order to solve disciplinary problems of the hosting discipline. A push

towards data science will put our community in the position of driving the change

towards a true multi-disciplinary approach, where data scientists with a strong
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computational background will be recognized as a key success factor for solving

data-driven problems.

In conclusion, an educational model of big science is emerging, combining

computational and inferential thinking in an integrated fashion, cementing concep-

tual understanding through direct experience with data (Data Sciences @ Berkeley

2015). This approach stems from a new emphasis on “big data”, which can be

traced back to the Fourth Paradigm book (Hey et al. 2009) and which is becoming

more and more relevant with the growth and worldwide organization of big data

repositories; I offered some examples of them in the biology sector. One big

question which is left somehow opened is whether computing should be driven

by models rather than by data; according to some opinion-makers and colleagues,

traditional computer science models should be used when/if needed but no longer

be the key foundational aspect of problem solving.
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